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award winning cutting tools 

why Slice ceramics? 
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replacing metal with Slice ceramics 

-  corrugated             
-  nuclear and oil industry 
-  paper converters and slabbing 
-  shrink wrapping and labels 
-  remove flash from plastic 
-  laboratory and forensics 
-  automotive 
-  high-wear, high-rust 

& combustible environments 

companies world-wide are switching to Slice ceramics*  

endless applications 

General Electric 

-  electrical   
-  clean room  
-  military 
-  police  
-  bomb-squads 
-  mining     
-  aerospace 
-  and more    

* Trademarks and logos are the property of their respective owners and inclusion of such does not imply an endorsement or recommendation. 
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patented ceramic blades 

-  stays sharp up to 10x longer than steel 
-  never rusts 
-  non-corrosive, chemically inert 
-  withstands heat up to 1600F 
-  non-conductive, non-sparking 
-  no oil coatings like metal blades 
-  less blade changes = less injuries = less down time 

rounded edges for safety thicker blade easier 
& safer to handle 

double sided equivalent 
up to 20 single edge metal blades 
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reduce injuries | save money 

-  patent-pending thicker blades  
-  easier & safer to handle vs. metal 
-  strong and durable  
-  safer rounded edges 
-  double sided 
-  single Slice ceramic blade is equivalent 

to up to 20 single-edge metal blades 
-  made from pure Zirconium Oxide ZrO2 
-  only diamonds are harder 

safer rounded edges 

-  thicker than metal 
-  easier & safer to handle 
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our ceramics outlast steel 

metal 

•  source : Slice, Inc. internal lab testing on customized sharpness testing machine.  Each blade was held against a pile of paper  
by a given force with repetitive cutting to demonstrate ceramic blades are more durable and stay sharper for longer than metal. 

ceramics 
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the un-sharp blade 

-  safe + clean made from 100% Zirconium Oxide 
-  patented thicker design easier to hold and handle 
-  1.5mm thick vs. 0.6mm standard metal 
-  stays sharp up to 10x longer vs. steel 
-  less blade changes 
-  a safer cutting experience 

-  dull & rust quickly 
-  dull blades require excessive force  
-  dangerous and uncontrolled cutting 
-  results in millions of hospital visits a year 

conventional steel blades  

Slice ceramic technology 

safer & easier to hold & use vs standard metal blades 

™ 
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less blade = less injuries 

98% of all corrugated is double-walled or single walled 
95% of all products in the US are shipped in corrugated boxes 

max corrugated wall thickness 

max Slice blade depth 

double  1/4” - 6.35 mm 
single  3/16” - 4.76 mm 

up to  5/16” - 8.00 mm 
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- less chance of injury  
- less productivity downtime saves time and money 
- less blade usage saves money  

less blade change 
a single Slice ceramic blade is equivalent up to 10 high-end double-sided 

metal blades or up to 20 high-end single sided metal blades  

= 

- reduces the high risk activity of blade change by up to 20x 
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welcome to the family 
full line of award-winning versatile handles to safely meet diverse cutting needs 

10503 auto-retractable 
10400 manual 3-position 

00200 safety cutter 

00116 precision cutter 

10514 mini cutter 

10512 pen cutter 
10513 manual pen cutter 
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box cutter : sku 10503 & 10400 
patented j-hook handle adds multiple safety benefits  

auto-retractable  
sku#10503 (green) 

3-position manual  
sku#10400 (orange) 

includes one 
#10404  
ceramic blade 
with rounded tip 
for added safety 
(replaceable) 

storage “hook” handle protects 
hand & stores extra blade 

easy no-tool  
blade change 

non-slip 
rubberized 
interior grip 
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safer cutting 
cleaner + safer cuts 

-  inconsistent cuts 
-  irregular depths 
-  exposed fist & fingers 
-  susceptible to staples, sharp 

edges, etc. 

conventional box cutter Slice box cutter 

-  clean, controlled cuts 
-  hands protected 
-  self-guiding 
-  requires less energy  
-  reduces fatigue 
-  safer 
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hook it – outside not inside 

-  available in auto-retractable sku#10503 
or 3-position manual sku#10400 

-  use #10404 replacement blades 

-  designed to stay OUT of your pocket 

-  utility knives INSIDE pockets cause  
millions of accidental lacerations  
every year 

-  always accessible 

-  quickly & easily add your own lanyard 
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pen style cutter : sku 10512 & 10513 
convenient size with powerful safer cutting 

includes one 
#10404  
ceramic blade 
with rounded tip 
for added safety 
(replaceable) 

easy no-tool  
blade change 

lanyard key-ring hole is 
designed NOT to go in  
your pocket (no pocket 
clips for safety) 

auto-retractable  
sku#10512 (green) 

3-position manual  
sku#10513 orange) 
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mini cutter : sku 10514 
convenient size with powerful safer cutting 

auto-retractable slider  
button with rubberized 
comfort grip 

includes one 
#10404  
ceramic blade 
with rounded tip 
for added safety 
(replaceable) 

easy no-tool  
blade change 

lanyard hole 

built-in magnet 
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precision cutter : sku 00116 
micro-ceramic blade replaces dangerous craft knives and blades  

-  safer than traditional craft knives 
-  non-replaceable blade = no blade changes  
-  ambidextrous non-slip finish 
-  safe micro-ceramic blade stays SHARP 
-  less blades, less money, less injuries 
-  ceramic micro-blade never rusts 

replaces dangerous craft knives 

Good Design 
award winner 
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safety cutter : sku 00200 
#1 seller with tens of millions sold worldwide to reduce injuries 

long-lasting 
non-replaceable 
micro-ceramic blade 

lanyard  
key-ring hole + 
built in magnet 

-  finger-friendly™  
-  embedded non-replaceable micro-ceramic blade  
-  ambidextrous non-slip finish 
-  never rusts 
-  built-in magnet + key-ring hole 
-  long lasting micro-ceramic blade stays sharp 
-  safely clips, cuts, and opens boxes 
-  less blades, less money, less injuries 

non-slip 
rubberized 
finish 

1000’s of different uses : opening cartons, stretch & shrink film, plastic, labels, 
                                        paper, paper-mill rolls, bag opening, and more. 
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replacement blades : sku 10404 
patent-pending Slice ceramic blades : easier & safer to handle 

10503 auto-retract 10400 manual 3-position 10514 mini cutter 10512 pen cutter 

-  patent-pending thicker blades  
-  easier & safer to handle vs. metal 
-  strong and durable 
-  safer rounded edges 
-  double sided 
-  made from pure Zirconium Oxide ZrO2 
-  only diamonds are harder 
-  less blade changes = less injuries = less down time  
-  4-pack equivalent up to ~80 high end metal blades 

replaceable Slice ceramic blade fits the following products 

saves time & money | reduces injuries 

10513 pen cutter 
auto-retract manual 
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product summary 

10503 

10400 

10514 

10512 

10404 

00200 

00116 

box cutter manual 3-position 

box cutter auto-retractable 

pen cutter auto-retractable 

mini cutter auto-retractable 

Slice ceramic replacement  
blades - pack of 4-pack 

safety cutter 

precision cutter 

6 per inner 

6 per inner 

12 per inner 

12 per inner 

6 per inner 

12 per inner 

48 per inner 

10404 

10404 

10404 

10404 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

sku description pack 
replacement 

blade image 

10513 pen cutter manual 3 position 12 per inner 10404 


